Why New RefWorks?

The new RefWorks premier reference management service supports the needs of students, faculty and librarians. Intelligently designed with the functionality to do more: faster, simpler and focused on the high-value tasks that get users closer to their goals, RefWorks enables students and faculty to have a more efficient and reliable process for producing the best research papers and grants.

Here are the top reasons you need RefWorks:

1. RefWorks is an industry leader—15th year of excellence!
2. The only pure cloud product —no syncing problems. The same features are available on every platform!
3. Collect and Import—with RefWorks it is easy to collect or import materials from the open web, Google, major database platforms, and directly from your PDFs or Office documents.
4. Summon—RefWorks uses ProQuest’s Summon Discovery service (via API) to suggest and correct metadata in manually-entered and captured references.
5. Manage Research—organize with folders, subfolders and tags. Find references using search across full text and metadata.
6. Full Text Reader—RefWorks enables multiple users to simultaneously read and annotate the documents they collect and import, in real time.
7. Write and Cite—use Microsoft Word? Reference citations and create bibliographies without leaving your paper.
9. Collaborative & sharing environment —RefWorks allows users to share collections privately (within a group), or with all the members of your institution.
10. The world’s most intuitive citation style editor—not only does RefWorks support over 4000 styles, but users can customize their own citation styles in an easy-to-use interface.
11. Sophisticated analytics —allows libraries see who is using RefWorks, and how!
12. Honors copyright—limit sharing of copyrighted material, honoring intellectual property and reducing infringement risk.
13. Integration with Link resolvers—creating direct paths between users and content.
14. Dedicated support team—save yourself and your staff hours providing support to your patrons. We’re there to help.
15. No limits—unlimited storage.

For Questions about the new RefWorks, contact a sales representative at http://www.proquest.com/go/contactus or visit Proquest.com